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Festival Solos Book 2 offers fifteen additional solos written for students in their second year of
study. The arrangers have chosen classic literature from master composers, providing young
musicians with unparalleled musical experiences. As with Book 1, Festival Solos Book 2 comes
with an instrument specific CD for listening and accompaniment purposes. A separate piano
accompaniment book provides opportunities for practice or performance with a live
accompanist. Perfect for contests, festivals, concerts, and private study!Piano Accompaniment
book sold separately.

About the AuthorRobin Barrett has worked as the International Director of Training for the
Worldwide Federation of Bodyguards and later served as the founding President of the British
Bodyguard Association (BBA). His books include Doing the Doors and Bouncers and
Bodyguards. He works all over the world but lives in England.
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JZ, “Good series. My son is learning trumpet with this book. We love the app and CD that come
with iy”

Michaela, “Great for those who have played Trumpet 5+ months.. I use this book for my trumpet
students and they LOVE it! The solos are fun, not too difficult, but provide enough of a challenge
for them to grow with.I reccomend using whatever piece you pick as part of teaching a concept.
For example if there is a piece in 6/8 (there is) then use it to help teach them 6/8. Also the kids all
say they liked playing with a recording.”

Kristena, “Great for solo & ensemble selections. Typical musical selections for the intermediate
student.”

J. Cehn, “excellent solos for intermediate level. You can find beautiful Mozart, Bach, Beethoven,
etc. trumpet pieces. It is great for junior level audition. It comes with CD also.”

The book by Robert Clouse has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 27 people have provided feedback.
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